CONTENT
PRINT COLLECTION
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s print collection
of texts/treatises?

91%

satisfied or very
satisfied with print collection

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to print versions of texts/treatises?

80%

reported print versions of
texts/treatises are very important or extremely
important

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s print collection of
texts/treatises?

How important is it for you and your organization to have
access to print versions of texts/treatises?
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CONTENT
eBOOKS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s eBook collection?

81%

satisfied or very
satisfied with eBook collection

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
eBooks?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to eBooks at the NYLI?

78%

access eBooks very important or
extremely important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to eBooks through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
MICROFORMS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s microforms
collection?

57%

satisfied or very satisfied
with microform collection

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
microforms?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to microforms at the NYLI?

43%

access to microforms very
important or extremely important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to microforms through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
SUPERSEDED BOOKS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
superseded books?

74%

satisfied or very satisfied
with collection of superseded books

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
superseded books?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to superseded books at the NYLI?

76%

say access to superseded books
very important or extremely important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to superseded books through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
RARE BOOKS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
rare books?

59%

satisfied or very satisfied
with collection of rare books

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
rare books?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to rare books at the NYLI?

41%

say access to rare books very
important or extremely important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to rare books through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
RECORDS AND BRIEFS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
records and briefs?

72%

satisfied or very satisfied
with collection of records and briefs

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
records and briefs?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to records and briefs at the NYLI?

62%

say records and briefs collection
very important or extremely important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to records and briefs through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
PLI COURSE HANDBOOKS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of PLI
course handbooks?

66%

satisfied or very satisfied
with collection of PLI course
handbooks

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of PLI
course handbooks?

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to PLI course handbooks at the NYLI?

48%

say PLI course handbook
collection very important or extremely
important

How important is it for you and your organization to
have access to PLI course handbooks through the
NYLI?
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CONTENT
STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
statutes and regulations?

83%

satisfied or very satisfied
with collection of statutes and
regulations

How satisfied are you with NYLI’s collection of
statutes and regulations?

How important is it for you and your organization to have
access to statutes and regulations through the NYLI?

70%

say statutes and regulations
collection very important or extremely
important

How important is it for you and your organization to have
access to statutes and regulations through the NYLI?
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CONTENT
GENERAL CONTENT AND SPECIALIZED MATERIALS
Do you base your own acquisition decisions for both
print and electronic resources on what is available
through the NYLI?

58%

base acquisition decisions
on what is available through NYLI

How important is it for you and your organization to have
access to specialized materials through the NYLI?

51%

say access to specialized
materials very important or extremely
important

53%

size 0-100 attorneys say access
to specialized materials is extremely
important
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CONTENT
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES – TITLES MUST HAVE IN PRINT BECAUSE
ELECTRONIC VERSION IS NOT ADEQUATE
Any multivolume Matthew bender title New York Jurisprudence
anything by Matthew Bender
Anything the partner is asking me for :)
Aspen / Wolters Kluwer; NITA publications
CCH looseleaf services.
CCH Tax titles
Collier's on Bankruptcy
Mckinney (current and superseded)
n/a
Need statutes and regs for submission in court filings.
New York Practice set; superseded statutes
nothing jumps out to me right now.
Periodicals and superseded treatises.
PLI collection
PLI Titles. Tax Management Portfolios.
Specialized Corporate, litigation treatises (ie Thomson West, Lexis).
Superseded statutes volumes. Not adequate on Lexis/Westlaw. Old session laws and USCAAN. Any US or state government reports.
Most firms are not providing their libraries with sufficient space to retain these materials any longer.
Superseded USCAS, superseded stats, older editions of treatises like wright & Miller,
Superseded versions of Martindale Hubbell,
Superseded versions of treatises, laws and regulations.
Tax Treatises, i.e. Garlock, Bittker, Rhoades & Langer
TMPs
Usually not necessary to have in print as long as someone (either us or you) has access to it in some form or another.
We recently downsized our collection. Basically anything we tossed we need to have access in hard copy because there's always
some attorneys who demand materials in hard copy.
Your collection of historical statutes and superseded treatises has been so valuable.
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CONTENT
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES – SPECIALIZED MATERIALS INTERESTED IN IF NYLI
EXPANDS GENERAL COLLECTION
Academic treatises on topics such as accounting and business are helpful. Legal treatises from the major vendors are essential.
Since PLI removed their content from Bloomberg, access to PLI titles would be very useful. Corporate and
securities are our primary topics of interest, but as we cancel print editions of litigation titles, we would need
access to alternatives there as well.
Arbitration
Arbitration, International, Health Care. Ability to access small legal publishers. NAIC publications.
Collier on Bankruptcy
FASB and other financial services materials.
Federal Tax Treatises
Finance, Technology, Science
GAAP material ; Tax material ; ALA publications ; AmLaw material - especially annual surveys
I would have said accounting treatises but the ebook collection has greatly expanded content in those areas.
International law
International titles
IP, International Litigation There's probably more areas.
IP.
Labor & Employment Health Law
Material on current topics such as cybersecurity
Medical, psychological and forensic
n/a
no opinion as this can change over time, but digital is preferable to print because of location
Not sure
NY leg history
Oil and Gas Taxation
Oil and Gas, especially tax treatment of oil and gas.
Perhaps publishers scientific journals i.e. ScienceDirect
Pretty satisfied, already.
public service commission-ny
Tax
Tax, Securities
Technical Dictionaries for all years.
White Collar Crime
White collar crime treatises
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CONTENT
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES – OTHER ONLINE RESOURCES WOULD LIKE TO HAVE
ACCESS TO THROUGH THE NYLI
all HeinOnline databases
Bloomberg Law
Bloomberg Terminal, Capital IQ, PLI Plus
Brill and Cambridge University Press onlline
Business/ financial data resources.
CCH, Aspen, and/or Wolters Kluwer treatises (or Cheetah access)
Coles directories; Medical, psychological and forensic databases
Expanded ProQuest e-book collection
Hein Online
Hein Online. My firm is too large to access Hein Online via NYLI.
HeinOnline
if it's onsite access, that does not help
IntelliConnect/Cheetah.
It would be great to have Bloomberg Law access for some of their treatise content. We have had several print subscriptions cancelled
where they are requiring a full BLAW seat. Some partners were paying for copies out of their pockets and don't
want to (obviously) pay 3x the price for a BLAW license.
Law360
Lexis
Lexis, Wall St. Journal
Matthew Bender, Lexis titles
More international resources and state materials such as California and Texas
More Matthew Bender ebooks
n/a
newspapers
no
Not presently, but a smaller firm might need more access to other resources.
Online access to Hein Online without the 50 or less attorney number requirement
PEI (Private Equity International, Private Equity Real Estate, Private Deal Investor, etc.) content is hard to come by and would be useful.
Practical Law, all modules; The Lawyer (premium content);
Yes, JSTOR, Science Direct, Elsevier, Ovid., Peace library.
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LOCATION

§ HOURS OF OPERATION
§ LOCATION
§ PATRON ONSITE WORKSPACES
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LOCATION
GENERAL ONSITE SERVICES AND LOCATION
I would continue to work onsite if the
library were to move to another
location

Would you be likely to access onsite
services and collections if the library
were to stay in downtown
Manhattan?

Would you be likely to access onsite
services and collections if the library were
to move to Brooklyn?

Would you be likely to access
onsite services and collections if
the library were to move to midtown Manhattan?

Would you be likely to access onsite services and
collections if the library were to move to Queens?

Are the current hours of
operation (M-F 8:30am6:00pm) at the NYLI adequate
for you and your
organization?

How important is it to you that the
NYLI has a patron onsite work space,
i.e. carrels, reading room, etc.?

I would use coworking spaces if
made available onsite at the NYLI

I would use conference rooms if
made available onsite at the NYLI
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STAFF SURVEY RESULTS
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SERVICES (Staff Perceptions)
DOCUMENT DELIVERY
How often do members use document
delivery services at NYLI?

How valuable are document delivery
services to members?

How satisfied are members with
document delivery services at NYLI?

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
How often do members use research
services at NYLI?

How valuable are research
assistance services to members?

How satisfied are members with
research assistance services at
NYLI?

How valuable is the seamless catalog
to members?

How satisfied are members with the
seamless catalog at NYLI?

SEAMLESS CATALOG
How often do members use the
seamless catalog at NYLI?
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SERVICES (Staff Perceptions)
TRAINING
How often do members use training
services at NYLI?

How valuable are training services to
members?

How satisfied are members with
training services at NYLI?

LENDING TEXTS/TREATISES
How often do members use lending
services at NYLI?

How valuable are lending services to
members?

How satisfied are members with
lending services at NYLI?

ONSITE ACCESS TO WESTLAW
How often do members use onsite
access to Westlaw?

How valuable is onsite access to
Westlaw to members?

How satisfied are members with the
onsite access to Westlaw?
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SERVICES (Staff Perceptions)
eBOOKS
How valuable are eBooks to
members?

How often do members use eBooks at
NYLI?

How satisfied are members with
eBooks available through NYLI?

GENERAL SERVICE QUESTIONS
Are members’ usage of reference services increasing,
decreasing, or staying the same as in the past?

What delivery deadlines do you hear most from
members when they ask to borrow material?

KNOWLEDGE OF SERVICES
Do members know that these services are offered to members of the NYLI?
Document Delivery

Training

Research Assistance

Lending

Westlaw Access

Seamless Catalog

E-book Access
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CONTENT (Staff Perceptions)
PRINT VERSIONS OF TEXTS/TREATISES
How important is it for members to have access
print versions of texts/treatises?

How satisfied are members with the print collection
of texts/treatises at NYLI?

eBOOKS OR OTHER ELECTRONIC VERSIONS OF TEXTS/TREATISES
How important is it for members to have access
to eBook versions of texts/treatises?

How satisfied are members with the eBook collection
of texts/treatises at NYLI?

MICROFORMS
How important is it for members to have access
to microforms?

How satisfied are members with collection of
microforms at NYLI?
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CONTENT (Staff Perceptions)
SUPERSEDED BOOKS
How important is it for members to have access
to superseded books?

How satisfied are members with the collection of
superseded books at NYLI?

RARE BOOKS
How important is it for members to have access
to rare books?

How satisfied are members with the collection of rare
books at NYLI?

RECORDS AND BRIEFS
How important is it for members to have access
to records and briefs?

How satisfied are members with collection of
records and briefs at NYLI?
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CONTENT (Staff Perceptions)
PLI COURSE HANDBOOKS
How important is it for members to have access
to PLI course handbooks?

How satisfied are members with the collection of
PLI course handbooks at NYLI?

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
How important is it for members to have access
to statutes and regulations?

How satisfied are members with the collection of
statutes and regulations at NYLI?

SPECIALIZED MATERIALS
How important is it for members to have access
to specialized materials?

Have members expressed a desire for more
specialized materials that are not currently available
through the NYLI?
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CONTENT (Staff Perceptions)
GENERAL CONTENT QUESTIONS
Have members expressed a desire for other electronic
resources that are not currently provided by the NYLI?

Have members contacted you to find out what we have
available to them before they decide to acquire the title
themselves?

Have you ever received a request that required you to innovate a creative solution
on your own because there were no NYLI protocols to accommodate the request?
A member asked for the definition of an acronym that did not
come up in any catalog or internet search and was not known
to the reference librarians. As we knew it was in the finance
area, I called a broker friend and asked what the acronym
meant. Quickly solved and made the member happy. We also
use NYPL's and our own universities' online journal
databases to search for articles not available in our usual
sources, to good avail.
Looking for an article that was not in any database and I
googled the author and in his firm profile was a link for the
article that was needed.

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS WITH NO RESPONSES
If there are print titles frequently mentioned by our
members that we don't have, please list them below.

Please share any ideas you may have concerning our
content and services that is not covered in this survey.

If you would like to elaborate on your ratings of value
or satisfaction for any of the services listed above,
please do so in the space provided.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
SERVICES

RESEARCH SERVICES

TRAINING SERVICES

Enhance services
already provided due
to high levels of
satisfaction, and
possibly add
additional services to
meet changing needs
of the membership

§ Members are very satisfied with ready
reference/research services and the
performance of the research staff

§ Members reported difficulty with accessing
e-books, may want to consider making
webinars available on NYLI site as needed
(e.g. short videos on how to access ebooks or sync seamless catalog)

CONTENT

PRIORITIZE SUPERSEDED
MATERIALS

PUT SOME PLI COURSE HANDBOOKS IN
STORAGE

§ High level of importance to members,
so retaining these materials is crucial

§ Less than half report this collection is important,
but to 48% it’s crucial

MAINTAIN COLLECTION OF RECORDS
& BRIEFS

REVISIT ON-SITE ACCESS TO WESTLAW

Print collection is
crucial due to
organizations
drastically reducing
their print
subscriptions.
Prioritize some print
materials, other less
critical print materials
can be put in storage

§ Consider growing this service by offering
more complex research assistance
services

§ Membership relies on NYLI’s collection
because hard to obtain elsewhere

§ Consider offering master class research
webinars to add higher level of training
services

§ Low usage suggests behind the desk access
is crucial to members
§ Consider change to behind the desk
availability

LOCATION

MAINTAIN CURRENT LOCATION

NO NEED FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE

Location in Manhattan
is essential for
turnaround time for
text and document
delivery services, and
for some, onsite
access to services and
collections

§ Few use onsite services, and would be
even less likely to do so if NYLI moved to
Brooklyn or Queens
§ Location in Manhattan crucial for lending
texts and document delivery

§ Members expressed little interest in
onsite workspaces
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